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Abstract. In this work, we define a Fair-Distributive ranking system
based on Equality of Opportunity theory and fair division models. The
aim is to determine the ranking order of a set of candidates maximizing
utility bound to a fairness constraint. Our model extends the notion
of protected attributes to a pool of individual’s circumstances, which
determine the membership to a specific type. The contribution of this
paper are i) a Fair-Distributive Ranking System based on criteria derived
from distributive justice theory and its applications in both economic
and social sciences; ii) a class of fairness metrics for ranking systems
based on the Equality of Opportunity theory. We test our approach on
an hypothetical scenario of a selection university process. A follow up
analysis shows that the Fair-Distributive Ranking System preserves an
equal exposure level for both minority and majority groups, providing a
minimal system utility cost.

Keywords: fairness in rankings · algorithmic fairness · position bias ·
algorithmic bias · distributive justice · equality of opportunity

1 Introduction

Ranking systems have rapidly spread in nowadays economies: despite such tools
have been widely employed since decades in Information Retrieval field [21], they
have recently come back at the cutting edge thanks to the explosive growth of
computational power and data availability [15]. Ranking is one of the predomi-
nant forms by which both online and offline software systems present results in
a wide variety of domains ranging from web search engines [19] to recommenda-
tion systems [21]. The main task of ranking systems is to find an allocation of
elements to each of the n positions so that the total value obtained is maximized.
The key technical principle that for decades has driven this optimization is the
Probability Ranking Principle [23], according to which elements are ranked in
descending order depending on their probability of relevance for a certain query
q. Consequently, each element will have a probability of exposure given by its
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relevance for the query [27]. It is widely recognized that the position of an ele-
ment in the ranking has a crucial influence on its exposure and its success; hence,
systems with ranking algorithms, whose only task is to maximize utility, do not
necessarily lead to fair or desirable scenarios [13]. In fact, a number of researches
[33],[12],[32] have demonstrated that rankings produced in this way can lead
to the over-representation of one element to the detriment of another, causing
forms of algorithmic biases that in some cases can lead to serious social implica-
tions. Web search engine results that inadvertently promote stereotypes through
over-representation of sensitive attributes such as gender, ethnicity and age are
valid examples [30] [1] [16] [37]. In order to mitigate and overcome biased results,
researchers have proposed a number of fairness metrics [3]. However, the major-
ity of these studies formalizes the notion of equity only in supervised machine
learning systems, keeping equity in ranking systems a poorly explored ground
despite the increasing influence of rankings on our society and economy. The
lower attention devoted to this field is probably due to the complexity of rank-
ing and recommendation systems, which are characterized by dynamics difficult
to predict, multiple models and antithetic goals, and are difficult to evaluate
due to the great sparsity (e.g., see [6], [7] and [20]). In addition, a leading path
to exploring the trade-off between the expected utility of a ranking system and
its fairness has not yet been mapped out. We address these challenges through
developing a multi-objective ranking system that optimizes the utility of the sys-
tem and simultaneously satisfies some ethical constraints. Our model is inspired
by fair division models [34] dealing on how to divide a set of resources among
a series of individuals. The main contributions of this article are the following:
first, we introduce a Fair-Distributive Ranking System combining methods of
supervised machine learning and criteria derived from economics and social sci-
ences; secondly, we define a class of fairness metrics for ranking systems based
on the Equality of Opportunity theory [25]. Finally, we conduct an empirical
analysis to study the trade-off between fairness and utility in ranking systems.

2 Related Work

Several recent works have addressed the issue of fairness in ranking systems.
Some studies minimize the difference in representation between groups in a
ranking through the concept of demographic parity, that requires members of
protected groups are treated similarly to the advantaged ones or to the entire
population [2], [36], [35], [26]. In particular, Yang and Stoyanovich [35] have dealt
with this issue as a multi-objective programming problem, while Celis et al. [8]
have approached it from the perspective of the ranking results’ diversification,
as in [36]. More recently, Asudeh et al. [2] have proposed a class of fair scoring
functions that associates non-negative weights to item attributes in order to com-
pute an item score. Singh and Joachims [28] have proposed a Learning-to-Rank
algorithm that optimizes the system’s utility according to the merit of achieving
a certain level of exposure. Lastly, some recent studies have investigated the no-
tion of fairness through equalizing exposure; in this specific strand studies differ
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in the way exposure is allocated: while Biega et al. [4] have investigated individ-
ual fairness alongside utility, Singh and Joachims [27] have proposed an optimal
probabilistic ranking to equalize exposure among groups. It is worth noting that
the majority of the previous works have established equity constraints reflecting
demographic parity constraints by narrowing the elements fraction for each at-
tribute in the ranking or balancing utility with exposure merit. The methodology
we propose goes beyond these parity and merit constraints for several reasons: a)
the protected attributes are not a-priori established but are updated on the basis
of the sample features, and b) the exposure is defined on the basis of the effort
variable; this variable represents the real effort that the elements have made to
be included in the Top-N-rank according to Roemer’s Equality of Opportunity
theory [25].

3 Problem statement

In Information Retrieval the notion of utility is commonly stated as the expected
ranking that maximizes the system’s utility by exploiting the nth ranking r and
a query q, such that argmaxU(rankingr|q), where r = 1...R (R is the rankings
set); it is generally achieved through a series of utility measures in ranking system
domain that leverage a mapping function β to detect the relevance of an item
to each user given a certain query q, β(Rel(itemi|useru, q)), where i = 1...I and
u = 1...U (I and U are the items set and the users set). Several recent works
establish a certain exposure degree to each individual or group of individuals as
a fairness constraint. The exposure indicates the probability of attention that
the item gets based on the query and its ranking position, and is generically
calculated as 1

log(1+j) , where j is the position of the itemi in the rankingr. We

adapt the example proposed by Singh and Joachims[27] to our scenario: suppose
a group of students has to enroll at university, the decision-maker then sorts the
students according to their relevance for the expressed query and draws up a
certain number of rankings to evaluate the system response accuracy. Relevance
is thus derived from the probability that the candidate is relevant for the query.

In this example, 8 individuals are divided into 3 groups based on ethnicity
attribute. Individuals belonging to the white group have relevance 1, 0.98, 0.95,
the Asians have 0.93, 0.91, 0.88, the African-Americans 0.86, 0.84. Students are
sorted in ranking according to relevance. Since exposure is a measure exploit-
ing relevance and ranking position, it is computed after sorting. As shown in
Figure 1a, Asian and African-American students, despite being placed a few
positions below white ones, get a very low exposure; this means their average
exposure is significantly lower compared to the white group, despite a minimal
deviation in relevance. Efforts to enforce a fairness constraint on exposure, even
if important, are missing the real point that is instead tied to relevance. As a
matter of fact, exposure is calculated on the basis of the candidate’s position,
regardless of the student’s traits. Consider the new ranking in Figure 1b. In this
case, a fairness constraint is applied to proportionally allocate exposure among
ethnic groups; despite the constraint, the African-American minority remains in
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(a) Ranking A (b) Ranking B

Fig. 1: Both pictures 1a and 1b revise the example of Singh and Joachims [27].
Blue: white group; green: Asian group; red: African-American group.

lower positions compared to the other two groups. This problem is even more
serious in case of binary relevance: assuming the decision-maker would admit
to the university the first 3 students, no African-American individuals would be
included in the top-3-ranking. To address the problem of fairness in rankings we
suggest to marginally consider exposure and to focus on analyzing how relevance
is computed and which features correlate with the query q. This means that a
ranking is considered unfair if the students’ relevance, hence their position, is
systematically established on the basis of irrelevant features such as protected
attributes.

4 A Fair-Distributive Ranking Model

Preliminary Egalitarian theories [24] such as EOp arise from the notion of dis-
tributive justice, which recognizes that all goods should be equally distributed
across society. The key principle of Roemer’s Equality of Opportunity (EOp)
theory is based on the assumption that the resources obtained by individuals
depend on two factors: individual choices, which lie within the sphere of per-
sonal responsibility, and circumstances, which are exogenous to individual con-
trol. He claims that if inequalities in a set of individuals are caused by birth
circumstances, which include variables such as gender, race, or familiar socio-
economic status and so forth, then these are morally unacceptable and must be
compensated by society. The theory is therefore based on four key principles:
circumstances, effort, responsibility and reward. Responsibility is a theoretical
notion reflecting the effort degree that individuals invest in achieving the acts
they perform. The reward is the fraction of resources that individuals belonging
to a disadvantaged group get in case an inequality of opportunity occurs, and it
is established by a certain policy [9],[22]. According to Roemer, policies should
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be oriented to equalize the opportunities that different types, or groups of in-
dividuals, categorized in accordance with diverse circumstances, must be able
to have in order to achieve a given goal. A type is a set of individuals sharing
the same circumstances, while the set of individuals characterized by the same
degree of effort is called a tranche. Below We provide our notion of fair ranking
according to Roemer’s EOp theory:
A ranking is said to be fair according to Roemer’s EOp theory if all individuals
belonging to different types have the same opportunity to reach high ranking po-
sition, and if relevance and exposure are given by personal responsibility and not
by birth circumstances.

In order to offer a better understanding of our notation, a summary of some
basic notions of EOp’s theory is briefly provided:

i Effort: proxy indicating individual’s personal responsibility. According to
Roemer, effort is derived by computing the Cumulative Distribution Func-
tion of each type, and then by extracting the quantile’s distribution.

ii Types: groups of individuals, categorized in accordance with diverse cir-
cumstances;

iii Tranche: the set of individuals characterized by the same degree of effort;
iv Policy: actions oriented to equalize type’s opportunity;
v Utility: a measure of the system’s ability to provide relevant results. In the

case of ranking systems, the utility is defined as the ability to provide the
best ranking according to a certain query q.

Notation According to Roemer, individuals are fully described by a two-
dimensional list: the first one is the set of circumstances beyond individuals’
control denoting the population partition into a set of non-overlapping types
T characterized by certain attributes; the second one expresses the traits for
which individuals are fully responsible and is described by the scalar variable
effort π. Given a certain query q, the Fair-Distributive Ranking Γ is the one in
which the utility maximization ( e.g., the best candidate selection) is a function
of circumstances, degrees of effort and a policy:

Γ = argmaxθ∈Θu
t(q|ei(π), θ) (1)

As a corollary, exposure is allocated equally among individuals: ranking Γ is
therefore the one that maximizes the area below the lowest function expt, i.e.
the type-specific-exposure:

max
θ∈Θ

∫ 1

0

mintexp
t(π, θ) dπ (2)

Equation 2 denotes the opportunity-equalizing policy in ranking according to
EOp theory.

Fair-distributive ranking criteria Ranking Γ has to show the following
properties: (i) Ranked type fairness. Γ is exploited by overcoming the a-priori
assessment of the sensitive attributes through partitioning population in types;
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(ii) Circumstances-effort based ranking. Γ is based on a counterfactual score
obtained from effort and circumstances’ variables; the counterfactual score in-
dicates which score individuals would have got if they were not belonging to
their type T ; and (iii) Counterfactual-ordered ranking utility. Γ is ordered by
decreasing counterfactual score.

4.1 Ranked type fairness

To split the population in types we perform the conditional inference trees
method proposed by Hothorn [14]; to the best of our knowledge, the only appli-
cation of this algorithm in exploring inequalities has been carried out by Brunori
[5] to study socio-economic differences on panel data. The algorithm exploits the
permutation test theory developed by Strasser [29] to generate recurring binary
partitions and recursively split the Euclidean space of the individuals’ variables
in convex sets of hyperplanes, overcoming the problem of overfitting and vari-
able selection [18]. Let P (Y |X) be a conditional probability distribution of the
response Y given the vector of n covariates X = X1, . . . , Xi; the recursion mea-
sures correlation among Y and the X vector and performs multiple hypothesis
tests to assess correlation significance. If a statistically significant correlation
doesn’t exist, recursion stops. Formally, types are permuted in this way:

Tk =

{
SXi if Hi

0 : P (Y |Xi) = P (Y ),

recursion stops otherwise.
(3)

Where SXi is the set of xi possible realizations.

4.2 Circumstances-effort based ranking and counterfactual-ordered
ranking utility

Since effort is not directly observable, we need a proxy in order to measure it.
Roemer argues that it exists an effort distribution function that characterizes
the entire subgroup within which the location of the individual is set and what
is needed is a measure of effort that is comparable between different types. The
basic assumption is that two individuals belonging to a different type t who
occupy the same position in their respective distribution functions have exerted
the same level of effort - and therefore of responsibility. Since, under the same
circumstances, individuals who make different choices exercise different degrees
of effort - and thus achieve a different outcome -, the differences in outcome
within the same type are by definition determined by different degrees of effort,
and therefore are not considered in the computation of the EOp. In general,
Roemer states that to estimate effort it is necessary to:

I aggregate individuals according to their circumstances;
II compare outcome distributions;

III measure the effort that an individual has exerted through the quantile oc-
cupied in his or her type distribution.
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Consequently, all the individuals positioned at the same quantile in the distri-
bution of the respective type are by assumption characterized by the same level
of effort. Hence, the counterfactual score distribution ỹ is computed following
these steps:

1. approximate each type-score cumulative distribution ecdf(y) through ten-
fold cross-validation on Bernstein polynomials log-likelihood: LLB(pm =∑n
i=1 logfB(xj , pm))3;

2. identify the degree of effort through the type-score distribution yk(π);
3. apply a smoothing transformation on yk(π) by scaling each tranche distri-

bution (i.e., individuals have exerted same degree of effort) until individuals
have the same tranche-score and then multiplying the tranche-score by each
individual’s score. The result of the smoothing process is a standardized
distribution ỹ where all the unexplained inequalities are removed, i.e., only
inequalities due to circumstances or degrees of effort are observed.

Inequality of opportunity is captured by applying an inequality index on the
standardized distribution ỹ. The counterfactual score utπ(θ) is then computed
by assigning to individuals the fraction of inequality of their respective quantile-
type-score distribution yk(π). Finally, individuals are ranked according to their
counterfactual score in decreasing order. The ranking Γ is therefore given by:

Γ = utπ(ỹ, IneqIndex(ỹ)) (4)

5 Experiment

5.1 Data and Settings

We design an hypothetical scenario where high school students compete to be
admitted at university (i.e. a typical scenario in several countries). Firstly, the
whole students’ population is simply ordered by decreasing counterfactual score
(relevance is treated as not binary); then, the Fair-Distributive ranking Γ for
fair-top-N-rankings is studied (as the available positions are assumed as finite,
relevance is treated as binary). The conducted experiments compare three types
of ranking: the first one is based on real students’ test scores serving as a bench-
mark; the second one is based on the standardized distribution ỹ; the last one
is our ranking Γ based on counterfactual score utπ(θ). For the analysis, we em-
ploy the Student Performance Dataset [10] reporting students test scores of two
Portuguese schools. Dataset contains 649 instances and 33 attributes, especially
demographic ones (i.e. gender, parents’ education, extra educational support).

5.2 Metrics

We apply three types of metrics in order to fulfill both ranking and fairness
constraints: i) ranking domain metrics. ii) inequality domain metrics (i.e., Gini

3 For a detailed explanation of Bernstein Polynomials Log Likelihood, see [17],[38],[5]
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index and Theil index), and iii) a set of metrics we propose to study our fair-
ness constraints (i.e., Opportunity Loss/Gain Profile, Opportunity Loss/Gain
Set, Unexplained Inequality Rate, Reward Profile, Reward Rate). Regarding the
inequality metrics, Gini index is a statistical concentration index ranging from 0
to 1 that measures the inequality degree distribution [11]; a low or equal to zero
Gini index indicates the tendency to the equidistribution and expresses perfect
equality, while a high or equal to 1 value indicates the highest concentration
and expresses maximum inequality. Theil index [31] is a measure of entropy to
study segregation; a zero Theil value means perfect equality. Finally, we have
proposed a new fairness metrics set: the Opportunity-Loss/Gain Profile and the
Opportunity-Loss/Gain Set are computed to study inequality in the original dis-
tribution. They indicate which levels of score could be reached by each type with
different effort degrees. The Unexplained Inequality Rate calculates the amount
of fair removed inequality due to individuals’ responsibility. The Reward Profile
calculates the type that obtained the highest gain/loss from the re-allocation of
scores - i.e. after applying fairness constraints; while the Reward Rate calculates
the average re-allocation score rate for each type. All formulas are summarized
in Table 1.

Metric Formula Input Metrics domain

Gini Index 1− 1
µ

∫∞
0

(1− F(y))2dy All Distr. Inequality

Theil Index 1
N

∑N
i=1 ln( µ

yi
) All Distr. Inequality

Opportunity-L/G Profile min/max(ytπ − µ(yπ)) Sc.Distr. New set of fairness measures
Opportunity-L/G Set ytπ − µ(yπ) Sc.Distr. New set of fairness measures
Unexplained Inequality Rate 1

N

∑
yi − ỹi Sc.Distr., Stnd.Sc.Distr. New set of fairness measures

Reward Profile min/max(ytπ − adj(ỹtπ)) Sc.Distr., Adj Sc.Distr. New set of fairness measures
Reward Rate ytπ − adj(ỹtπ) Sc.Distr., Adj Sc.Distr. New set of fairness measures

Table 1: Summary of inequality domain metrics and of a set of novel metrics
proposed to study fairness constraints. Notation: F(y)= cumulative distribution
function of the score, µ = mean score; R = number of types, pi = frequency of
types; ytπ = score distribution aggregated by type and quantile; ỹi= standardized
score; adj(ỹtπ)= adjusted mean-type score at each effort degree (after policy).

5.3 Results and Discussion

Table 2 summarizes our main results: first, we observe that the Γ ranking shows
less inequality compared to benchmark ranking, as emerges from Gini’s index
trend. Both ranking exhibit same value of Theil index, revealing entropy is sim-
ilarly balanced. By observing the Outcome Set, we notice that D and F types
get the lower average outcomes for all degrees of effort; this doesn’t necessarily
mean they are in a disadvantaged position. There are indeed multiple reasons,
which do not necessarily indicate inequality, why some types systematically show
a lower average outcome. We compute Gini Index on the standardized distribu-
tion to observe if there are types that systematically receive a lower outcome due
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Table 2: Summary of Results
Initial outcome Policy outcome

Overall results

Gini 0.144 0.112
Theil 0.025 0.025
Unexp.Ineq. - 0.126

Tranche results

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
Outcome.Set A 0.02 0.01 -0.04 0.04 0.04 Reward A 0.11 -0.11 -0.04 -0.09 -0.08

B 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.16 0.17 B 0.06 -0.15 -0.12 -0.18 -0.21
C 0.07 0.12 0.02 0.12 C 0.07 -0.21 -0.08 - -0.14
D -0.08 -0.22 -0.07 -0.16 -0.31 D -0.07 0.13 -0.01 0.09 0.28
E 0.03 0.05 0 0.03 0 E 0.14 -0.21 -0.09 -0.12 -0.01
F -0.11 -0.06 -0.05 -0.08 -0.07 F 0.22 -0.05 -0.03 0.03 0.04
G -0.01 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.04 G 0.16 -0.07 -0.17 -0.09 -0.09

to their type membership. In this way, only and exclusively inequalities caused
by circumstances and effort degrees are obtained. This explains why types show-
ing a lower average outcome are not directly compensated with higher rewards.
Reward Rate is expressed as a dispersion around the quantile mean for each
type, thus showing that it doesn’t produce a significantly change in expected
ranking utility. The aggregated exposure is computed recursively on all rank-
ings with n+1 individuals. Analysis shows extremely disproportionate exposure
values for the initial score ranking for all top-N-ranking. The Γ ranking keeps a
proportionate aggregate exposure level among types for large subsets, while for
smaller subsets it tends to favor individuals in groups which displays high levels
of inequality (Figure 2a). Overall, these results indicate that our approach pro-
duces a fair ranking Γ with minimal cost for utility, that we compute in terms
of relevance for the query ”best candidates selection” (Figure 2b).

6 Conclusions

The method we have proposed generates a ranking with a guaranteed fair division
score, with minimal cost for utility. Our ranking is based on a counterfactual
score indicating which score students would have gotten if they had not belonged
to different type. In this sense, the ranking is drawn up on the basis of the effort
(aka, individual responsibility) that individuals have exerted to reach the initial
score. As a result, our ranking presents equal opportunities for each group of
individuals exhibiting the same circumstances (types) to achieve high ranking
positions (high relevance) and good exposure rates. Moreover, the paper provides
a set of new metrics to measure fairness in Fair-Distributive ranking. Finally,
we study the trade-off between the aggregated type exposure and the system’s
utility: our analyses show that the counterfactual score doesn’t affect significantly
the expected ranking utility and preserves level of exposure proportionally among
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(a) Barplot of aggregate exposure for the top-50, top-150 and top-300, initial score
ranking, standardized ranking and Γ ranking.

(b) Utility results on the Initial and Γ ranking in terms of relevance
for a query q

Fig. 2: Exposure and Relevance Results

groups. The method presented has some limitations, including for example: the
need to have a dataset containing several demographic attributes, and the need
to have one or more target variables to calculate conditional inference trees
(alternatively, the method is subordinate to the construction of score indices).
As far as next steps are concerned, it is important to i)verify the robustness of
the model (internal validity) with larger datasets (also synthetic ones) and ii)
verify the external validity of the approach by applying the model on different
fields of application. In the long term, our intention is to implement a ranking
simulator that tests the results of different distributive justice theories.
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